
           
 

AUSTIN 7 CLUBS' ASSOCIATION 

 

MINUTES OF THE COMMITTEE MEETING 

 

HELD AT THE HERITAGE MOTOR CENTRE, GAYDON 

 

AT 1100 HOURS ON SUNDAY 12
th
 JANUARY 2014 

 

Present Andy Lowe    Chairman A7CA; MA7C 

  Chris Garner    Vice Chairman; PWA7C 

Phil Baildon    Archivist A7CA 

  John Wyett    Treasurer A7CA; NA7C 

Ed Waugh    Editor The Grey Mag; PWA7C 

Howard Annett Magazine Distribution and Back Issues; A7OC 

Jim Blacklock Registrar A7CA; Cambridge A7 & VCC; 

Arrow Register 

Brem Bremner-Smith   MA7C 

  Arthur Davies    MA7C 

  Charlie Plain-Jones   PWA7C 

Tony Hartnell    BA7C 

Nick Beck    ScA7C 

  Gill Davis    750 MC; Cambridge A7 & VCC 

  Roger Price    Online A7C 

  Tim Griffiths    Online A7C  

Dave Orange    EA7C 

  Les Morley    EA7C 

  Stuart Phillips    SWA7C 

John Williams    SWA7C 

  Ian Mason Smith   Dorset A7C 

Bernard and Jackie Cowley  DA7C 

  David Cochrane   Pram Hood Register 

David Charles    Special Register 

Steve Hodgson   Worthing Gp 

Bob Prophet    Secretary A7CA; MA7C; PWA7C 

 

Apologies Hazel Gore    Advertising and MA7C 

Bernard Griffiths   Events & Projects Co-ordinator A7CA 

Chris Charles    Website Co-ordinator A7CA; Special Register 

Graham Baldock   Public Relations A7CA; EA7C; DA7C; HA7C 

Dave Martin    Asst Archivist A7CA 

Mike Ward    Hereford A7C 

Sarah Mason    Cornwall A7C 

Paul Malden    Norfolk A7C 

Ruairidh Dunford   Gordon England Register 

Mike Tebbett    Mulliner Register 

Lorna Mountford   Swallow Register 

Peter Relph    Sports Register 



            Action 

Welcome 
 

1.  The Chairman welcomed the meeting to The Heritage Motor Centre, Gaydon 

and gave a particular welcome to Ed Waugh, the new Editor of The Grey Mag, 

whose first edition was issued at the meeting. 

 

Minutes of the previous Meeting 

 

2.  The Minutes of the previous Meeting, held on 13
th

 October 2013, having been 

previously circulated, were deemed to be a true record of proceedings, were 

proposed by The Chairman, seconded by The Vice Chairman and were duly 

signed. 

 

Matters Arising 

 

3.  There were no matters arising. 

 

Chairman's Report 

 

4.  The Cornwall Vintage Vehicle Society.  The Chairman announced with regret 

that The Cornwall Vintage Vehicle Society had been wound up because of a lack 

of members – the result of the onset of Anno Domini.  He mentioned, also, the 

recent death of Den Huke and invited David Charles to give a brief eulogy to him: 

 

"I first met Den 20 years ago at a Norfolk 750MC Austin All-Sorts Rally 
which he attended with Andrew and Reggie Jarmin.  Andrew sent me the 
eulogy which he gave at his funeral of which this is a part.  Andrew and 
Reggie followed the hearse in one of his Den's old Sevens. 
 
Den had his first Seven when he was 16 and has never been without at 
least one since.  Until he retired at 65, he had never owned a modern car!  
His primary transport was a Seven come wind, rain or snow.  He would 
regularly, 3 or 4 times a year, drive down to Cornwall usually overnight.  
He did many long trips in his Seven: he drove to Germany, did an End to 
End in New Zealand and Herts to Land's End to John O'Groats to Land's 
End and back to Herts were just some of them. Dennis had what I believe 
to be one of the (if not the) biggest collections of Phonographs and 
gramophones, cylinders, records, needles and associated memorabilia in 
the country. 
 

Nothing was too much trouble; he would help anyone if he could.  One of 
life's Gentlemen and sorely missed by all his friends in the Cornwall Club. 

Throughout the eulogy at his funeral, Andrew tried to show you the 
measure of the man, a true gentleman, a caring and Christian man, and, if 
Dennis ever had a motto, it was “If I can help somebody as I pass along, 
then my living will not have been in vain”.  
 

5.  AGM.  After a brief discussion, it was agreed by all present that the AGM in 

April would be held at Gaydon.  The Secretary was asked to confirm the booking 

[Secretary's Note.  Done]. 
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6.  Spares Suppliers.  The Chairman told the meeting that Mick Kirkland was not 

well, that John Barlow was making steady progress but was not yet driving and 

that Chris Dalby was in a wheelchair and needing constant care: his son had 

assured the A7 movement that, with the closure of the Kirby Whiske workshop, 

the supply of spares would not be lost and would, hopefully, remain in Yorkshire. 

 

7.  Chip 'n Trac.  The Chairman said that he had received an e-mail asking him to 

remind members that the password for the Chip 'n Trac website was 

"SPEEDILY".  Use of the website would allow members to purchase the device at 

a huge discount. 

 

8.  It was announced, also, that John Harris was not well and that Phil Simmons 

had died in a fire in his garage. 

 

Secretary's Report 
 

9.  The Secretary reported that the e-mail from DRIVN attached to the Agenda 

advertising a website for organisations such as A7CA was, in fact, not of much use 

to A7CA.  All agreed and the Secretary was instructed to thank the company and 

decline their offer [Secretary's Note.  Done].  The Secretary said that, with the help 

of other committee members, he was still trying to update the e-mail addresses of 

the many Austin 7 Clubs worldwide and asked that member Clubs let him know 

the e-mail address of any Club which was not receiving e-mails. 

 

Treasurer's Report 
 

10.  The Treasurer explained the detailed financial report (which was circulated 

with the Agenda and which is attached to these Minutes) which showed total 

liquid funds of £28,684.  Since the preparation of that report, the South African 

club had paid the outstanding invoice which makes a total of £29,007.  He told the 

meeting that, for the benefit of members and to enable a more comprehensive 

report, he had included a summary of all payments made since the previous 

meeting in October 2013 and said that this would be a regular addition to all future 

quarterly financial reports.  He went on to say that the Association was in good 

financial health and that, with the Annual General Meeting coming up in April, he 

saw no reason to ask for any increases in subscriptions or the price of the A7CA 

magazine.  He promised that the situation would be kept under review following 

the change to a new printer of the Association magazine from 2014A.  He 

believed, however, that the change should produce significant cost savings and 

distribution benefits.  The Treasurer concluded by saying that, in the annual 

accounts for 2013 to be presented at the AGM, he hoped to include a detailed 

statement of the Association assets, mainly archive items, with the help of the 

Archivist and his assistant. 

 

11.  Committee Expenses.  Jim Blacklock then put a case (which had been 

circulated to committee members prior to the meeting) for increasing the motor 

mileage allowance from the current 25p.  The Chairman said that individual Clubs 

should decide whether or not to pay representative(s) to attend A7CA meetings but 

that A7CA was right to compensate committee members for expenses incurred in 

doing business for A7CA.  He said, also, that any non-committee member should 

receive similar compensation when acting on behalf of A7CA.  However, Howard 
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Annett told the meeting that, when he was Chairman, he had discouraged such 

claims as he felt that the Austin 7 was a hobby and that a certain amount of private 

money would be spent on a hobby.  He did not disagree with compensating those 

who were carrying out a duty for A7CA.  Discussion then centred around the rates 

paid: PWA7C said that they paid 25p per mile whilst 750 MC paid 24p.  The 

Chairman closed the discussion by inviting Clubs to discuss the question with their 

members and to add the subject to the Agenda at the AGM in April.  He proposed 

that, in the meantime, the rate remain unchanged.  This was agreed. 

 

Information 

 

12.  Magazine.  The Chairman welcomed Ed Waugh, the new Editor, whose first 

Grey Mag, 2014A, was circulated at the meeting.  It was noted – with approval – 

that the cover was now an acceptable shade of grey.  The Editor said that he had 

re-typed the Committee details on the inside front cover and the Club details at the 

back of the magazine.  It was noted that the new font and layout on the new grey 

cover was easier on the eye although Gill Davis asked for an even larger font...  

The Editor asked for any amendments (copy to the Secretary, please) to be sent to 

him so that he could keep the information up to date.  He told the meeting that he 

had managed to save money by producing proofs at work and by changing to The 

Lavenham Press.  He made a plea for Clubs to send him a hard copy (although e-

copy was acceptable) of Club magazines and newsletters from which he could 

extract interesting articles.  The Chairman mentioned the lack of Club Calendar 

details in 2014A and the Editor said that he had received virtually no details: 

Clubs were asked to send Calendar details to the Editor soonest (copy to Bernard 

Griffiths).  Howard Annett noted that Lavenham Press was sending overseas 

copies direct – this saved money.  Ian Mason-Smith reported to the meeting that 

the VSCC Library did not have a full set of Grey Mags.  Tony Hartnell suggested 

that copies be put into binders to ensure that individual copies were not lost: 

Howard Annett said that he had the binders and that he would sort out a complete 

set.  Phil Baildon questioned why the name of Lavenham Press did not appear in 

The Grey Mag.  The Editor said that he had mentioned it to Lavenham and would 

encourage them to add their name to the bottom of the inside rear cover. 

 

13.  Website.  In the absence of the Webmaster, the Secretary read out his report 

which stated that, over the last 3 months, he had made several updates to the 

website with the addition of a Publicity and Advertising page.  Graham Baldock's 

work, including the adverts which appeared in the Classic Car Weekly newspaper, 

and the Austin 7 Reference Posters for Model Types and the Reference Letters 

were now available for download.  He went on to report that Phil Baildon's update 

of the Archive Inventory of Handbooks and Parts Lists was now live.  The new 

layout was sorted by Model then broken down into each year with a colour-coded 

format showing whether the material was present in the Archive and/or available 

for download on the website.  He went on to report that the website had received 

hits from countries such as Liechtenstein, Ukraine and Israel; the most visited 

page of our website was the Chassis Register with the 'Chassis Register in 

Registration Number Order' as the most downloaded file.  He concluded by asking 

that any errors be reported to him (copy to the Secretary) and that anything for 

inclusion in the site be sent to him as complete items 

 

14.  Advertising.  The Chairman reported that Hazel Gore had sent her apologies 

and the Secretary read out her report which began with her wishing everyone a 
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Happy New Year and apologising for her absence because of a Special Birthday 

Celebration.  Hazel reported that Advertising for January had filled 8¼ pages.  A 

few Advertisers had semi-retired or retired and new people had taken over their 

businesses.  She wished the retirees all the best and welcomed the new advertisers: 

there would be a few mentions of these in the magazine and she hoped that, in the 

near future, a few of our Advertising retirees would put pen to paper and tell us 

some of their stories and experiences with Austins.  Advertising had brought in 

£577.50 for January, including a few payments for 2013.  However, payments for 

2014 were still awaited: she hoped that these would be received after the delivery 

of 2014A. 

 

Archivist 
 

15.  Phil Baildon confirmed that the move into a different part of the TSSC 

building had been completed: the new area was downstairs and smaller which 

attracted a lower rent – a saving of almost £1k per year.  The hosts had been let 

down by BT who had not installed the correct phone and other cables but that this 

was being sorted out.  He encouraged members to visit the Archives (by prior 

appointment).  David Charles questioned security and Phil said that only one 

window faced the road, that the blind was permanently drawn and that burglar and 

fire alarms covered the building; the A7CA office could be secured separately 

from the rest of the building.  He then offered free copies of the Austin 7 poster 

and showed a book entitled "Austin und Willys aus Berlin" written in both 

German and English.  He promised to review it and send that review to the Editor 

for publication in The Grey Mag.  David Cochrane said that he would acquire 

some copies which he would offer for sale at €20 including p & p.  Bernard 

Cowley mentioned and showed a Timex wrist watch which had been given to 

Austin employees and Dave Orange showed a modern wrist watch showing a 

picture of a Ruby: any model can be shown on the face.  His Club had bought ten 

to sell to members. 

 

Association Register 
 

16.  Jim Blacklock explained to the meeting that the number of known cars of the 

different models totalled 11,275 and that, when he started work on the Register in 

January 2013, there were 10,617 entries in the Austin 7 Table, which included 

Austin 7s, Rosengarts, Dixi/BMWs and Bantams.  In addition, another table for 

Big 7s contained 595 entries.  When he inspected these Tables, he noticed 

duplications of entries for cars and chassis because of changes to registration 

numbers.  In sorting out the registration duplication problem, he deleted some 

400+ entries and introduced an additional column for previous registration 

numbers in order to maintain the history of individual cars.  Also, he set up tables 

for Rosengarts, Dixi/BMWs and Bantams in order to separate them from Austin 

7s.  He reported that, as at 10
th
 January 2014, the totals for the A7CA Surviving 

Austin 7 Register Tables were as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

Type Comment Totals 

Austin 7 New Entries for period 1 Jan 13 – 10 Jan 14 481 
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 Not heard of since 2000 3,453 

 Entries with queries 379 

 Number of Countries where Austin 7s are 31 

 Total Austin 7 Entries 10,319 

Dixi/BMW Total Entries 366 

Rosengart Total Entries 27 

Bantam Total Entries 6 

 Total Entries for "Baby 7" Types 10,718 

Austin Big 7 Total Entries 557 

 

17.  He continued by saying that, of the 19 UK Member Clubs of A7CA, 13 had 

submitted their latest or current membership Austin 7 car Register and that he was 

awaiting submissions from the other 6 clubs.  He reported, also, that he had 

received submissions from only 2 of the Overseas Associate Member Clubs of 

A7CA.  During discussion, Jim paid tribute to Chris Charles who had produced 

formulae to help to identify and eliminate duplications of car, chassis etc; he 

explained that different colours indicated different points in the register and he 

suggested that printing a copy for the archives was not necessary as the register 

was available online and printing one copy would entail some 300+ pages at a cost 

of ±£90: this was agreed.  He explained, also, that Specials were listed by name of 

builder/designer etc.  All agreed that Jim had done an amazing job in getting the 

register up to date; the Chairman thanked Jim for the depth and intricacy of his 

work and put out a plea to all Clubs (and individuals who were not members of 

Clubs) worldwide to provide details of all cars (whether running or not) and spare 

chassis so as to complete the list.  He emphasised that names and addresses of 

owners were not shown on the register and that only Clubs were identified on it. 

 

Support 
 

18.  Spares and Suppliers.  David Cochrane told the meeting that the Seven 

Workshop had changed hands and moved to North Walsham, Norfolk [an 

advertisement appears in The Grey Mag 2014A].  Bernard Cowley put out a plea 

for a 1930 Tickford windscreen or just a frame. 

 

Any Other Business 
 

19.  The Seven Workshop.  The Chairman took up the subject of The Seven 

Workshop and proposed that A7CA send a vote of thanks to Dave Phillips for all 

of his support for the Austin 7 over many years.  This was seconded by Phil 

Baildon and agreed by all present. 

 

20.  The Chairman said that Dave Whetton of Dorset A7C had abandoned the idea 

of trying to archive on-line the newsletters and magazines of all Austin 7 Clubs. 

 

21.  The Chairman said that he had heard from a John Barker who wanted to form 

a north Yorkshire Club.  After some discussion, it was decided to carry out some 

research before approving such a move in view of the Clubs which exist already in 

that area. 

 

22.  The Chairman pointed out to PWA7C that two model Austin 7 vans were for 

sale on e-Bay: one van had Pre-War Austin 7 Club printed on it.  The price was 

some £309. 
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23.  Jack French's Garage.  Charlie Plain-Jones explained that his daughter had 

told him of Jack French's Garage.  He updated the committee on the garage in 

which Jack had worked and from which the modern Formula 1 movement had 

emanated.  The owner – who was sympathetic to the history of the garage – 

wanted to dispose of the garage in order to build a new one.  Discussions had been 

held with the Avoncroft Museum of Old Buildings near Bromsgrove, 

Worcestershire, who had offered a site and much advice.  An architect member of 

750 MC and PWA7C (David Morgan) had given his services free and produced a 

plan of the building and advice on how to strengthen it for removal in one piece.  

Charlie said that the project was being run by four people and, so far, had cost 

nothing; he appealed to A7CA to support this project and encourage Clubs and 

individuals world-wide to help in some way or other.  He asked firstly that A7CA 

set up a bank account to receive donations (which had started already) and to 

donate towards the inevitable expenses.  The Chairman said that the permanent 

staff at Avoncroft was four although they had a number of volunteers.  He said 

that the Committee should decide how to support the project – if at all.  After 

some discussion, The Chairman proposed that A7CA give £500 (the donation 

from the Willis Group) towards the project, that the Treasurer organise a bank 

account to receive money (he agreed) and that the project be advertised to all 

Austin 7 Clubs worldwide.  Charlie then said that the plan was to repair the garage 

and mount it on a concrete base and then fill it with a rolling chassis in the centre 

of the floor with various Austin parts and, perhaps, some of Jack French's tools 

around the garage.  Avoncroft staff had directed that an automatic video screen 

start upon the entry of a visitor: this equipment would be supplied by Avoncroft 

but the project staff would have to provide the material for it.  Avoncroft also 

stipulated that the cost of maintenance over the years would fall to the project 

team.  He then outlined ways in which Clubs and individual members could 

support the project: 

 

 Financially 

 With parts, tools and equipment 

 With expertise in building restoration 

 With expertise in interior design 

 With labour to prepare the new site and to help to move and install the 

building 

 With transport to move the garage 

 

24.  All Clubs and individuals world-wide were asked to note the posters attached 

to these Minutes and to consider how they could help as the target date for 

completion of the move and installation was declared as mid-June 2014. 

 

25.  750 MC.  Gill Davis told the Meeting that the 750 MC was due to celebrate its 

75
th
 Anniversary in 2014. 

 

26.  Track Days.  Charlie Plain-Jones told the meeting of three track days (see the 

flyer attached) for Austin 7s only on: 

 

 Saturday 8
th

 March at Curborough: £35 per car assuming at least 20 cars 

 Monday 17
th

 March at Llandow: £80 per car assuming at least 20 cars 

 A date tbd in March at Bedford Autodrome: £99 per car assuming at least 

20 cars. 
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Date of Next Meeting 
 

27.  The next Committee Meeting will be held at 1100 hours on Sunday 20
th

 July 

2014 at The Heritage Motor Centre, Gaydon. 

 

28.  The AGM will be held on Sunday 13
th

 April 2014 at The Heritage Motor 

Centre, Gaydon. 

 

29.  There being no further business, the Meeting closed at 1300 hours. 
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       Chairman: …………………………………….. 

 

 

 July 2014     Secretary: ……………………………………... 

 



Austin 7 Clubs' Association
Financial report January to December 2013 £ £

Balance 1 January 2013 26581.65

Receipts January-December

Magazine sales 14786.50

Magazine distribution recharged to clubs 1104.25

Subscriptions for 2013 465.00

Subscriptions for 2012 in arrears 5.00

Advertising 2189.28

Archive sales 538.40

Interest received 186.55

Sale of binders 20.00

Donation from Willis Group 500.00

Sundry income (Donation and register sales) 133.24

Total receipts 19928.22

Payments January-December 

Room hire and meetings expenses 562.76

Printing magazines 8110.00

Magazine distribution 1377.12

Insurance 2197.18

Archive costs 4089.35

Archive purchase 37.29

Website cost 50.00

Gifts to retirees 71.00

Officers expenses 1011.88

Commission on foreign receipts 17.00

Publicity (posters and advertisement) 252.00

Sundry payment 50.00

Total payments 17825.58

Balance 31 December 2013 28684.29

Analysis of Account balances at the end of December:

Lloyds 8925.01

Santander 0.00

Scottish Widows 19759.28

28684.29

All invoices for magazines, post and subscriptions sent to UK clubs have been paid.

Outstanding foreign invoice £

South Africa 323.11

J Wyett, Treasurer, December 2013

Contact by 'phone 01366500165 or jwyett@tiscali.co.uk



List of payments September-December 2013
£

D Martin Archives travel 83

Retirement gifts for R Boyce/I Cochrane 71

Printing 2013D 1915

Archives rental (new lease) 3430

Room hire (October) 140.08

Directors & Officers Insurance (to 2015) 474.68

Advertisement in Classic Car Weekly 108

Treasurer expenses for 2013 224.2

R Boyce expenses 25

D Martin Archives travel 83

Postage of 2013D 381.35

Printing A3 posters of Austin 7's 144

Vice chair expenses 108.5

Publicity officer expenses 90

Archivist expenses 28.6

Adverising expenses 50.6

Chair expenses 29.99

Secretary expenses 106

D Martin Archives travel 83

Registrar expenses 156.6

7732.6



 

 

 

No DeLoreans allowed! 

A7s Back to the Track is the idea to provide Austin 7 owners the excitement of 

Track Sessions DEDICATED to Austin 7s. 

In this way members, spouses, children or mistresses can gain experience using 

their A7 at speed without the worry of much faster cars bearing down on them 

all the time. As they are non-competitive Track Days, MSA licence and Race 

suits will not be required, just an ordinary crash helmet (goggles and gloves are 

advisable). 

The Session would also be open to existing A7 competitors as a Pre-Season 

'Shake Down' of their cars and newcomers would benefit from the help and 

advice from having more experienced A7 competitors on hand. 

 SPRINT.  We have the offer of Curborough sprint track near Lichfield 

for the whole of Saturday 8
th

 March 2014.  Assuming 20 cars come along 

it will be just £35 per car. 
 CIRCUIT.  Llandow Circuit in South Wales can offer Monday March 

17
th

 for Austin 7 sole use for just £88.00 per car, based on 20 cars. 
 TRACK SESSION.   MSVT can offer a dedicated Track Session for A7s 

at Bedford Autodrome Circuit in March for £99 a car provided we can 

get at least 20 cars to a maximum of 40.  A session means 20 mins in 

each hour of dedicated A7 time.  Date to be confirmed provided a 

sufficient number are interested. 

 

Please register your interest by e-mailing: Charlie Plain-Jones on: 

cplainjones@gmail.com 

 

 

A7s Back to the Track! 
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 Jack French was the most influential builder of 

Austin 7 Specials in the 1950s and 60s.  

 He built his Garage from Ex War Dept scrap and in 

it he created amongst others, Simplicity, the most 
famous A7 Special of them all. 
 

 The garage still stands in its original condition but it is 

due to be demolished to make way for a brick built 

garage. 

 We have the offer of a permanent site for it at the 

Avoncroft Museum close to the old Austin Longbridge 

site but the rest is up to us… 

Can you help us save this unique piece of Austin 7 history? 

We need assistance with preparing the new site, transporting 

the Garage and preparing it for public exhibition which 

includes: 

 Excavating and building a concrete base 

 Large load transport and lifting 

 Re-assembly and repair 

 Period tools and equipment for exhibition 

 Parts for an A7 Special Chassis to form the centrepiece 

 Funds………… 

If you think that you can help with any of these, please e-mail cplainjones@gmail.com  

mailto:cplainjones@gmail.com


 

 

  

The Last 'Garagista' Garage?  

This document sets out the case for the preservation of a 1940s, 12 x 4 metre home-made garage now 

under threat of demolition; the garage is a key part of the story which leads to today's Formula 1 

motorsport industry. 

 The Austin 7 car saved the Longbridge-based company from bankruptcy in the 1920s and, 

thirty years later, formed the basis of UK motorsport as it recovered from the effects of WW2. 

 The ‘Make Do and Mend’ Garage was born out of Post War shortages.  It was one of many 

where family Austin 7s were transformed into exciting Specials by amateur racing enthusiasts. 

This Garage is believed to be the best preserved and most original in existence today. 

 The Garage would be an asset to the Avoncroft Museum because: 

o It provides a focus for a new cohort of visitors 

o It has a strong local connection to Longbridge and Lickey Grange 

o Young visitors would enjoy ‘hands on’ exhibits provided by the Clubs 

o Books, regalia and models will be on sale in the shop 

 It would strengthen the Museum’s Post War Austerity section and harmonise with the Pre-Fab 

exhibition. 

 The Austin Seven Clubs are keen to find a permanent site for the Garage to be preserved.  

They plan to provide the resources to dismantle, move and re-erect the building under the 

supervision of the Museum Staff.  They will also provide the contents, build the exhibits and 

find volunteers to demonstrate the exhibits at weekends etc. 

*Garagista 

A derogatory term coined by Enzo Ferrari to describe the British Teams that toiled in their garages and 

sought to challenge the established Italian and French Grand Prix Teams. 



The Garage  

Built in 1949 from salvaged ex-War Department 

materials by Jack French immediately after the 

war, the Garage is located just outside 

Gloucester. 

It is in surprisingly original condition and has 

avoided almost any modifications, including re-

painting, in all those years. 

It is still in use as a store for lawn mowers etc. but 

the present owner, whilst sympathetic to its 

preservation, now has planning permission to 

replace it with a larger brick-built building. 

In this building, Jack built, repaired and manufactured various ‘tuning parts’ for Austin 7 specials which 
competed in the re-vitalised 750 Motor Club events which proliferated after the War and fostered the 
talents that developed Formula 1. 
 
The Man 
 
Jack French was arguably the most influential builder of 

Austin 7 Specials in the immediate post war years.  One of the 

original 'Garagistas', Jack created 'Simplicity', probably the 

most famous Special of them all. 

The picture shows Jack standing in front of the Garage while 

contemplating the rolling chassis of one of his Austin-based 

750 Formula Specials which he and others raced in the late 

60s early 70s. 

Jack shared his technical knowledge freely and wrote 

copiously on his developments and techniques to squeeze 

every bit of performance out of these tiny cars. 

He also visited and gave lectures to enthusiastic Car Clubs and 

it has been said that Jack 'was responsible for a 1000 specials being built around the Country'. 

Simplicity, with its body in the background, and other specials under construction in the Garage.



The Cars 

 What are Austin 7 Specials? 

 Why they are historically important? 

 Why did so many famous names from motorsport start out in Austin 7 Specials? 
 
The history of Grand Prix motor sport (now known as Formula 1 or F1) in the UK is surprisingly short. 
 
Prior to WW2, the UK took virtually no part in this branch of motor sport which was dominated by 

French, Italian and, latterly, German teams.  The seeds of what was to become the UK’s domination 

today of this multi billion pound industry are to be found in the austerity of the immediate post war 

years and in small workshops and garages like this one which were dotted around the country. 

Starved of any real resources, newly demobbed young men with new skills acquired in the Forces 

sought something to replace the emotions of warfare.  Motorsport seemed to offer the adrenalin rush 

they needed but, with new cars still a distant dream, they looked for something more affordable and 

immediately available. 

Many opted for the humble Austin 7 which had been manufactured in huge numbers at Longbridge, in 

Birmingham, between 1922 and 1939 and, by the late 40s, many of these were in a very poor state 

and could be purchased for very little; also, spares were readily available for almost nothing.  Back in 

the late 20s and early 30s, the Austin factory had built racing versions which, despite their tiny 747cc 

engine, had acquitted themselves very well and these enthusiasts set about modifying the standard 

Austin “Chummy” and “Top Hat” saloons into ‘Specials’. 

       

From this……A7 Saloon                to Jack French’s ‘Roberta’             and Single Seater Specials 

Stripped of their rotting bodies, the lightweight Austin 747cc engine and chassis clad in a home made 

two- or single-seater body made a nimble and exciting competition machine. 

Jack French was a master of these conversions and he managed to coax huge increases in power out 

of the tiny Austin side valve engine by machining and supplying his own special camshafts and other 

tuning parts. 

Amongst the many enthusiasts influenced by Jack’s writings were two destined to become household 

names: 

 Bruce McLaren.  Notable among these Special Builders and Racers was Bruce McLaren, the 

New Zealander who started by racing an Austin 7; the team which he founded in the UK has so 

far won 20 World Championships and they are now also building a series of highly desirable 

super cars.  Bruce McLaren's Special is now displayed at McLaren’s Norman Foster designed 

HQ in Woking. 



   

 

 

 

 

 

From this……… Bruce, his Special and Trophies  to this……  McLaren 12C Spider 

 Colin Chapman.  The most well known Special Builder influenced by Jack and his work was 

Colin Chapman whose Lotus Marks 1, 2, 3 and 4 were all Austin 7 Specials; Colin used these to 

develop some of his radical ideas on suspension design and the use of materials. 

Mk 1 1948      Mk 2 1949/50       Mk 3 (Hazel Chapman driving) 

 

Colin Chapman at work in his Lotus ‘garage’ 



We propose to recreate the inside of the garage to look similar to this, based on photographs 

provided by Jack French's son, Roger. 

The Proposal for Preservation 

Many organisations and enthusiastic individuals have offered their support for the preservation of 

Jack's garage but what is urgently required is a permanent home for the building.  We believe that 

Avoncroft would benefit greatly from having this building in the collection. The Garage has the 

following unique combinations of features: 

 It would generate a new cohort of visitors to Avoncroft from Car Clubs around the country 

 It fits in with the Post War Austerity theme 

 It would be a fitting tribute to the great success story that is the UK F1 industry today 

 It features products from the local and now departed Austin factory at Longbridge 

 It would complement the Pre-Fab exhibition already in the Collection 

 It would build upon the Austin Car Club meetings which already take place at Avoncroft. 

The Concept for a Permanent Exhibition 

The Garage should become a permanent tribute to the Garagista movement who created the basis 

for the British F1 industry.  The centre piece will be a partially completed Austin 7 Special together 

with a work bench containing the 'Make do and Mend' tools which would have been used at the time. 

Also, story boards on the walls will provide an illustrated history of this movement. 

An initial photo record of the Garage has been made and this has confirmed that it is in a remarkably 

original and reasonably intact state. 

             

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Inside the Garage 
 
The exhibition will consist of a part-completed Austin 7 Special, of the type that Jack 
created, in the centre of the garage with automatic spot lighting to provide an eco-friendly 
presentation space.  Children will be able to sit in this car and move the steering, brakes & 
clutch to see the exposed mechanisms function. 
 
 

 
 
At one end of the Garage will be a work bench with period tools including the first 
generation of 1950s power tools and an ex-WD lathe (we already have the offer of these 
items on indefinite loan). 
 
Around the walls will be story boards telling the history of the Austin 7 Specials, the 750 
Motor Club, the famous names who started out racing in Specials and, of course, the role 
that Jack French played in this story. 
 
A number of prominent players in the modern world of the Austin Seven have already 
offered their support for this venture including: 
 

  



 

Dear Charles, 

 

Thank you for alerting me to Jack French's workshop/garage.  Like many people, I was not aware that it still 

existed.  I fully support this initiative and, to this end, I have added it to the agenda of the next Austin Seven Clubs' 

Association meeting at The Heritage Museum, Gaydon, in October 2013 to discuss how we can help. 

 

I shall recommend that, because of the importance of Jack French and his work, we should give support where we 
can.  That could be financial or physical to move the building.  I will ensure that the project is given wide publicity 

in the Association's "Grey Mag" to alert the wider audience to the project. 

 

Many people worldwide will have read Jack's writings and advice and, to this day, he continues to be followed as 

good practical advice.  The Pre-War Austin Seven Club have helped this by re-publishing the old 750MC "Design 

for Competition" articles which included so much of his writings in the 750MC bulletins.  

 

In his way, he was just as important as Colin Chapman, the Lotus cars and Grand Prix designer, in the expanding 

industry after World War II.  He dealt with the small enthusiast, giving advice and supplying his well known Jack 

French Camshafts.  I myself have bought two of these over the years and I still have the typewritten slip which 

came with it telling me how to adjust the valves. 
 

Without folks like Jack French and Colin Chapman, there would not have been the successful motor racing 

business now based in the United Kingdom.  Many current designers with these companies started with 750MC 

and Austin 7 racing before progressing to bigger and better things. 

 

I think that your idea of approaching the Museum of Historic Buildings at Avoncroft to be an excellent choice as 

they have a positive, hands-on approach and are prepared to display the "humbler" buildings.  The Midlands 

Austin Seven Club held their main rally there in 2010 and the Vintage Austin Register/Austin 10 Owners' Club 

were there in 2013; many would see it and understand its relevance. 

 

I'm sure that it would be possible to equip the workshop with examples of the cars and components which would 

have been there in Jack's time.  I think, also, that local members may be prepared to give of their time to act as 
stewards at the exhibit. 

 

Jack French’s car "Simplicity" still exists, owned and raced by Barry Clarke who lives locally.  It may be possible 

to persuade him to garage the car there when it is not being used. 

 

The Austin Seven Clubs' Association has 18 full member clubs, 26 Registers and Associates and 20 Overseas 

Clubs who, I'm sure, will be just as delighted and surprised as I that this important part of the Austin Seven history 

has survived.  No doubt the major motoring magazines will pick up on this information and carried to their 

readers, who will be familiar with Jack French and his history. 

 

This building must be saved and preserved and it would be good if it could stay in this area. 
 

Yours, 

 

Andy 

 

A Lowe 

Chairman 

The Austin Seven Clubs' Association 



 

 

 

Dear Charles, 

  

I write as Chairman of the Seven Fifty Motor Club to endorse your 

submission that Jack French's Garage is of historical interest and should 

be saved if at all possible. 

 

Jack French was one of the leading builders of Austin 7-based Specials of 

his time noted for his engineering innovation and forward thinking. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Paul Chalk, 

  

Chairman 

750 Motor Club  

Donington Park 

Derbyshire 

DE74 2RP 



 

It is a tribute to these great little cars that so many of them are still actively 
competing today, some 80+ years after they were originally manufactured. 
From this… 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

To this…. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
For further details please contact: 
Charlie Plain-Jones      Email: cplainjones@gmail.com 
87 Widney Road      Tel: 01564 772410 
Knowle 
Solihull  B93 9EA 
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